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**117,239 IDPs**

*Internally Displaced Persons*

**25,754 Displaced Households**

**PRESENCE OF IDPs BY PROVINCE**

**DEMOGRAPHICS**

- **56% Female**
- **44% Male**

**DISPLACEMENT REASONS (22,899 IDPs)**

- **80% Natural Disasters**
- **20% Other Reasons**

**YEAR OF DISPLACEMENT BY DISPLACEMENT REASON**

- **2020**: 14% Natural disasters, 12% Other reasons
- **2019**: 13% Natural disasters, 13% Other reasons
- **2018**: 13% Natural disasters, 16% Other reasons
- **2017**: 10% Natural disasters, 16% Other reasons
- **2016**: 4% Natural disasters, 15% Other reasons
- **2015**: 1% Natural disasters, 14% Other reasons
- **2014-2015**: 5% Natural disasters, 14% Other reasons

**CHANGE IN NUMBER OF IDPs BY REASONS OF MOVEMENT AS COMPARED TO PREVIOUS MONTH**

- **Decrease**
  - Natural disasters: -1,173
  - Other reasons: -942
  - Total: -2,404

- **Increase**
  - Natural disasters: 19
  - Other reasons: 2,692
  - Total: 2,099

**ACCOMMODATION TYPES**

- **45% Host families**
- **27% Rented houses**
- **18% Straw houses**
- **6% Empty houses**
- **4% Collective sites**

**INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION**

DTMBurundi@iom.int - www.displacement.iom.int/burundi

For any information extracted from this document, whether quoted, paraphrased or used in any way, the source must be mentioned as follows: “Source: International Organization for Migration [March 2020], Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM).” The data were collected in the period between the 3rd and 20th March 2020.

**METHODOLOGY:** The IOM Displacement Tracking Matrix is a comprehensive system to analyze and disseminate information to better understand the movements and needs of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in Burundi. The Sub Area assessment is conducted monthly at commune level with key Informants. This assessment provides information on number of Internally Displaced Persons (IDP), their provenance, the cause and period of displacement and a list of all the collines that are hosting IDPs. This data collection is conducted by trained Burundian Red Cross volunteers.